
Academic Vocabulary Word of the Week:
CLARIFY

What?
Academic vocabulary words are the Tier 2, “Power Verbs” 
often not used in informal language but give students 

the tools to become better readers, writers, and 
communicators.

Why?
Academic vocabulary words help students to understand 

directions, build a knowledge base for all subjects, 
comprehend a text, write about their learning, and carry 

on discussions.  

How?
The most effective way to build vocabulary is to 
immerse your child in it. Practice vocabulary 
words in conversations, learn all about the 

words, write about them, play games using them, 
and of course...read, read, and read some more!

 
This weeks activities: 

● Use the graphic organizer to learn all 
about the word: clarify

● Play: Rolling Words
● Hold a competition within your family 

about who can use the word the most this 
week.  The winner at the end of the week 
becomes the “Word Master!” 



Clarify 
Definition:
: to make clear or easily understood

// She drew a map to clarify the directions.

Word Master Tally Sheet: 

Part of Speech: 

Verb

clar·i·fy
ˈklerəˌfī

Monday:

Tuesday:

Wednesday:

Thursday:

Friday:

Word Master Champion:   ___________________



Write the definition: Use it in a sentence:

Draw a picture:

Word: 

Synonyms:

Antonyms:  

Directions: Learn about the Academic Vocabulary Word and Complete the graphic Organizer. * Print a few copies and learn more about other words 
too! 



Rolling Words
Spell the word (write it down or spell it out loud)

Draw a quick picture for the word

Use the word in a sentence

Act out the word  

Define the word

Count and clap the syllables in the word

Directions: Choose an Academic Vocabulary word. roll a die and complete the activity for the number rolled. use the mini flashcards provided for reference of all the words 
learned so far.  If dice are not available, use the digital dice rolling link: https://www.random.org/dice/?num=1    or you can use the numbered cards provided on the 
mini flashcards page and draw one at a time from a container. Alternate between methods to switch up the fun!

https://www.random.org/dice/?num=1


Recall
(Noun) : the act of remembering 
//I have little recall of being 3 years old. 
(Verb) : to cause to return; call back
//The lawyer recalled the witness to the stand. 

Clarify
: to make clear or easily understood

// She drew a map to clarify the directions.

Compare
: To identify similarities 

//She compared the apples to oranges. Contrast (verb):to show differences when compared; be different; show the opposite 
of  // Compare and Contrast the characters in the tests.

Explain
: TO MAKE KNOWN//PLEASE EXPLAIN THE SECRET OF YOUR 

SUCCESS.

Analyze
: to study or examine something carefully to find out what it is, what it is about, or 
what makes it work. //The bacteria were analyzed under a powerful mlcroscope.

Summarize
: to tell or reduce to a short statement of the main points. 
//I summarized the article for my teacher.

Identify : To recognize something and understand what it is
//The winning students were identified. 

Demonstrate
: to show clearly; to prove and make clear 
//He demonstrates a willingness to change.

Describe : to tell or report details about something either out loud or in 
writing. //Describe your favorite family tradition. 

Mini Academic Vocabulary Flash Cards:



Argue
(Verb) : to give reasons for or against 
something 
//The Senator argued in favor of lower taxes.

Predict (Verb) : to say something that will or might happen in the 
future; to forecast

//The meteorologist predicted the rainy weather today. 

Word: Definition: Picture: 

Word: Definition: Picture: 

Word: Definition: Picture: Word: Definition: Picture: 

Mini Academic Vocabulary Flash Cards:

1 2 3 4 5 6
Number cards option for Rolling Words Game


